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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to show that a close investigation of congruence 
classes of an algebra may give useful information on varieties to which the 
algebra happens to belong. In principle our approach is quite distinct from 
that of Wille [9] since we are interested in giving a “natural” structure to 
the set of congruence classes containing a given element of the algebra, and 
to relate the properties of this structure to general features of the variety 
generated by the algebra. It comes out that such kind of results is better 
understood if we consider the set of congruence classes containing a given 
element as a subset of a generally richer family of subset of the algebra--we 
will call these “cosets” of the algebra-which in fact is endowed with the 
very natural structure of an algebraic lattice. It is easy to see that in many 
classical cases cosets are very-well-known animals: in the case of groups we 
get cosets (with respect to normal subgroups), in rings we get ideals (when 
the fixed element is zero), etc. 
One main result sounds as follows: for a variety V the fact that, for each 
algebra JZZ E V, for each LZE A the natural map a/ which sends a con- 
gruence R E Con(,&‘) into a/R is a lattice homomorphism is equivalent to 
congruence permutability. 
Our notation is, more or less, standard; for general background in 
Universal Algebra we refer to [ 1, 41. 
* This work was done within the scope of the GNSAGA of Cosiglio Nazionale delle 
Ricerche. 
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1. CHARACTERIZING CONGRUENCE PERMUTABILITY 
In this section V denotes a fixed variety of a given type, d an algebra of 
the same type and, of course, V(d) is the variety generated by &‘. We 
abbreviate a finite sequence like, for instance, x, ,..., x as x. 
DEFINITION. A term t(x, y) is called a ^ tr-coset erm in y iff 
y‘ + t(x, y )...) y = y. 
A “I’(.&‘)-coset term is briefly called an &‘-coset term. When Y is clear 
from the context we simply speak of cosets instead of Y-cosets. 
We remark that for each given y, the set of ^ Y--coset erms in y is closed 
under composition; the set of all cosets terms is obviously a clone; observe 
also that if t(x, y) is a ^ Y‘-coset erm in y and t,(x,, y,),..., t Jx,, y,) are V- 
coset terms in y ,,..., y,, respectively, then 
ex> t,(x,, YIL r,(x,,, Y,,)) 
is a ^I”-coset erm in y1 * yz * . . . * y,, were * means concatenation. We 
will call this composition, *-composition. 
DEFINITION. A nonempty subset X of A is called a V-coset qf&’ iff for 
any V-coset term t(x, y) if a, ,..., a , belong to A, h, ,..., b belong to X then 
t(a, ,..., a , b, ,..., b ,) E X. 
For UE A we denote by L,(d) (resp. C: (&‘)) the set of all congruence 
classes (resp. Y-cosets) of .d to which a belongs. In case d E V it is easy to 
see that L,(d) is a subset of C: (,d) for all UEA; by C,(d) we mean of 
course C’ ‘,“)(G!‘); observe also that trivially any V-coset term is an 
.d-coset t&m for all .r4 E V. 
For RECon(,d) and SEA we let 
S/R = { y: xRy for some x E S} 
and observe that if &E Y and XE C:-(d) (resp. XE C,(d)) then X/R E 
Cz (&‘) (resp. XE C,(d)) for all R E Con(&). Hence by simply considering 
a noncongruence-permutable variety V we get that, in general, L,(d) # 
c: (&I. 
It is easily seen that an intersection of cosets containing a is still a coset; 
hence we can get a closure operator (we denote it by ’ -“) on {XG A: 
a E X} ; we want now to describe this operator. 
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LEMMA 1.1. For &EE, ~EA, XcA, UEX, 
“F = { t(a, b): t(x, y) is a V-coset term 
iny, aEA, bEX}. 
(Usually we will write F’ instead of ’ F.) 
Proof. We remark that the 1.h.m. is a V-coset because “Y-coset terms 
are closed under the operation of composition described above; it contains 
X (via projections) and is trivially contained in any V-coset containing X 
and a. 
COROLLARY 1.2. (C: (.&), E ) is an algebraic lattice. 
We will denote this lattice by C’: (d); the meet is just the set-intersec- 
tion, the join is implicitly described by Lemma 1.1 and will be denoted 
by Vu. 
In view of the main result of this section we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.3. For all .r4 E “Ye, a E A, R,, R, E Con(&), 
a/R, V a/R, E (a/R,)/R, ca/R, v R,. 
Proqf: The last inclusion is trivial; now let c E a/R, V, a/R,: by 
Lemma 1.1 we get that 
c = t(a, b, ,..., 6 ) 
for some V-coset term t, a E A, b, ,..., b , belonging to a/R, u a/R,. Assume , 
w.l.o.g., that b ,,..., b EalR, and bk+ ,,..., b ,Ea/R2; so c= t(a, b ,,..., bk, 
b k+ ,,..., 6 ) R, t(a, a ,..., a bk+ ,,..., b ) R2t(a, a ,..., a)= a; and hence CE 
(a/RI)/&. 
THEOREM 1.4. The following are equivalent: 
(i) V is congruence permutable 
(ii) for all SX’ E V, a E A the map a/ from Con(&) to C,“.(d) defined 
by al(R) = u/R is a lattice homomorphism. 
Proof: (i)* (ii) Trivially it is enough to show that a/R, v R, = 
a/R, V, a/R,. One inclusion is given by Lemma 1.3; for the converse, let 
w E a/R, v R2 = a/R, 0 R,. This means that there exists an u E A such that 
aR,uR,w; by assumption V has a Mal’cev term p(x, y, z). Surely 
a, u, p(a, u, w) E a/R, V, a/R,, because we have a = p(a, w, w) R, p(a, u, w). 
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Then define f by t(x,,x2,yl, Y,, Y~)=P(P(x,,Y~,x~), P(x~,Y~,x~), y3). 
Clearly t is a “I’-coset erm in y, , y2, y, and 
Ga, M’, 4 u, p(a, u, w)) = p(p(a, 4 w), p(4 k w), da, u, w)) 
= p(u, a, w) = U’. 
Hence w E u/R, V, u/R,, because this is a coset. 
(ii) j (i) Of course it is enough to prove that for all .QZE ^Y-, 
R,, R,ECon(d), R, v R,cR, 0 R,. Let CR, v R,d; then cEd/R, v R,= 
d/R, V, d/R,. By Lemma 1.1, c = t(a, h, ,..., h , b,, , ,..., b ,) for some 
^V-coset term t in y, ,..., y , and for some a E A, b, ,..., b E d/R ], b, + , ,..., b , E
dJR,. Let us compute CR, t(a, d ,..., d b,, ,,..., b ) R2t(a, d ,..., d)= d, which 
shows that CR, 0 R,d. 
Remarks. (1) In congruence permutable varieties the coset terms 
assume a very nice form; let p(.x, y, Z) a Mal’cev term for V, then t.f.a.e.: 
(i) 2(x, y) is a ^ l’-coset erm in y; 
(ii) there is a term g(x, y) such that 
-f“ I= t(x, y)=p(g(x, Y), g(x, YIY’, Ylh YI). 
(2) It is easily seen that if (R,: i E I) is a family of congruences of 
&EV then V, (u/R,: iEZ)Eu/V(Ri: iEZ). If we further assume that a/ is a 
homomorphism it is also easy to realize that the other inclusion holds. 
(3) From the proof of Theorem 1.4 we easily get a “local” 
implication: if for all USA a/ is a lattice homomophism then .d has per- 
mutable congruence. We do not know whether the converse holds too. 
2. CHARACTERIZING CONGRUENCE PERMUTABILITY PLUS REGULARITY 
We recall that an algebra d has regular congruences, or briefly is 
regular, when each congruence is determined by any of its classes. We keep 
the same convention regarding V and d as at the beginning of Section 1. 
As usual we say that V k REG if every algebra in Y is regular. 
LEMMA 2.1. If V is congruence permutable then 
(0) for all sZCE, UGA, L,(d)=C: (272). 
(We will say that ‘Y‘ has the coset property (COP), if (0) holds). 
Proof. let BE Cz (4); we apply the well-known Mal’cev criterion [6] 
to show that B is a congruence class. Let a, b E B and let f a unary 
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algebraic function on .r9 and assume J’(a) E B; we have to prove that 
f(b)EB. 
Let f(x) = ~(a, ,..., a , x) for some term t and a, ,..., a E A; let p a Mal’cev 
term for V. We have that 
is a V-coset term m y,, y2, ~1~. Therefore 
c = ~(f(u), Gu, ,..., u , u), t(u, ,..., a ,, b)) E B; 
but c = p(f(u), f(u), f(b)) =f(b). 
Remark. The variety of sets shows that in Lemma 2.1 the converse 
implication is false. In this regard we observe that, anyway, the following 
are trivially equivalent: 
(i) L,(.d) = C,(&) for all a E A; 
(ii) L,(.&‘) is a dual ideal of C,(&‘). 
For a closer investigation of this situation we introduce the following 
concept: 
DEFINITION. An algebra a2 has the supremum uniformity property 
(SUP) iff the following holds: if for some UE A, R,, R,, R,~Con(,d) we 
have 
4R, valR, = alR, 
then for every b E A if b/R, V,, b/R, E L,,(&‘) then 
b/R, v b/R, = b/R,. 
THEOREM 2.2. If for all al E V, a E A, L,(d) is a sublattice of C: (a?) 
(we then say that V has the property SUB) and -Y satisfies SUP then -Y- is 
congruence permutable. 
Proof. By our assumptions, given RI, R, E Con(&) there is a 
R, E Con(&) such that: 
(+) for all UEA, u/R, VUu/R,=u/R,. 
In this situation we will show that R, 0 R, = R,. Take (a, c) E R, 3 R, ; let 
b such that uR, bR;c; by ( + ) we get uR, 6. Since bR,c again by ( + ) we get 
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hR,c; hence aR,hR,c; hence aR, c. The converse inclusion follows from 
Lemma 1.3. 
DEFINITION. We say that -t^ is coset-determined if for every d E V, each 
Y ‘-coset of =d is a congruence class for exactly one congruence of .oZ. 
We conclude this section with the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. For a vcriety 3. t$a.e.: 
(i) %‘+ CP+SUP+REG. 
(ii) ,d‘ i= CP+ REG. 
(iii) For all .d E d -, a E A the mapping al is a lattice monomorphism. 
(iv) For all .d E Y -, a E A the mapping a/ is a lattice isomorphism. 
(v) %‘kSUB+SUP+REG. 
(vi) Y‘ + COP+SUP+ REG. 
(vii) Y. + COP+ REG. 
(viii) % is coset-determined. 
Proof: (i) 3 (ii) trivial. 
(ii) * (iii) by Theorem 1.4 and regularity. 
(iii) * (iv) by Theorem 1.4 we get V- k CP and by Lemma 2.1 we con- 
clude that a/ is onto. 
(iv)=(v) SUB and REG are trivial; now we will prove SUP. Given 
d E Y and a, h E A, by composing (a/) ~ ’ with b/ we get an isomorphism 
Z(a, b) from C’: (JA!) onto C:-(d). If UE Cz (&) then I(a, b)(U) = b/R 
where R is the unique congruence such that U = aJR. Now if R, , R,, R, E 
Con(&) and a/R, V, aJR, = a/R, we compute 
b/R, = I(a, b)(alR,) = I(a, 6) alR, v alR, 
LI > 
= I(a, b)(alR,) V 4a, b)(alR,) = blR, V blh. 
h h 
(v)* (vi) SUP + SUB implies CP because of Theorem 2.2; but, by 
Lemma 2.1, CP implies COP. 
(vi) 3 (vii) Trivial. 
(vii) =- (viii) This is a rewording of the definition. 
vm) + (iv) Regularity is equivalent to the existence of ternary terms 
d( “’ , ,..., d , (m b 1) such that for all JZ? E V, R E Con(d), x, y, ue A: 
xRy iff (di(x, y, u), Vi= l,..., m) (see [:I). 
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Consequently for any R,, R, E Con, d E V and u E A, u/R, G u/R, iff 
R, G R,; hence u/ must be a lattice isomorphism. 
(iv) =S (ii) Trivial by Theorem 1.4. 
(v) =P (i) By Theorem 2.2. 
3. BASES FOR COSET TERMS 
Let CT(V) the set of all coset terms of a variety V. For H c CT(V) we 
can define a H-coset of .r4 E Y in a natural way, i.e., as in the definition of 
?‘-coset of d, but taking into account only the coset terms in H. Let 
C,H(d)= {X: x . IS a H-coset of S? and a E X} and observe that C:(d) is 
closed under arbitrary intersections. The corresponding closure operator 
H,” will be algebraic if H is closed under *-composition (as explained in 
Sect. 1). As example we can consider left and right cosets of a group with 
regard to a (normal) subgroup. 
DEFINITION. We say that H is a base for V-coset terms iff SH+ = s” for 
any ScA, &GE. 
Our aim is to find sufficient conditions ensuring that 9’” has a finite base for 
V-coset terms. Let us observe that: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. V is coset-determined iff for some positive integer m, 
there are ternary terms d,,..., d such that 
VI= (4,(x, Y, Y) = ddy, Y, x)=x) 
& (d,(x, y,z)=z&...&d,(x, y, z)=z 
++x= y). 
ProoJ this is simply the conjunction of Mal’cev and Csakany’s theorems 
(see C6, 31). 
There is a well-known procedure to transform this condition into a 
Mal’cev condition; we recall that an apparently simpler condition is in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.2. If ^Y- is coset-determined and is of finite type, then V has 
a finite base for coset terms. 
LEMMA 3.3. We describe a way to get a base of coset terms for V from 
which the theorem will follow immediately. 
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Proof let d,,..., d ,, be the terms for which 3.1 applies to V. Note that in 
this case 
c;.(d) = L,(d) = C,(d). 
For d E V, LZE d and XE C,(&‘) (resp. R E Con(&)) let X* (resp. R,) the 
corresponding congruence (coset); it is easily seen that for XE C,(.&) X* is 
given by: 
(+ ) uX*v iff d,(u, v, a) E X for i= l,..., m. By considering free 
algebras in “Y-, some cosets suitably generated in them, and by using (+ ) 
as well as Csakany’s translation of the biconditional (AT=, di(x, .r, z) = z iff 
x = z) into a Mal’cev condition (see [3]), we get a description for a base 
for Y-coset terms containing at most 2 + 3m + m.Card(o(z)) elements (o(z) 
is the ordinal of the type). For the details we refer to [S], where the case of 
ideals is plainly and fully stated. 
FINAL REMARKS 
(1) The main source of the ideas we have explored in this paper is of 
course the theory of ideal-determined varieties of universal algebras, see 
C7, 5, 81. 
(2) We hope we have shown that the concept of coset and its proper- 
ties may be useful in Universal Algebra. The next natural step is to 
investigate further (Mal’cev) properties of varieties by this means. This was 
posed as a problem (regarding modularity, distributivity, arithmeticity, 
etc.) by the second author at NATO-AS1 in Montreal, July-August 1984. 
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